
To learn more about Gen Zers and how 
they shop, download the executive report:
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Demanding customers –
but not in the way you think
Going shopping with Generation Z 

IBM Institute for Business Value

Mobile is a must for Gen Z shoppers. They use their phones 
to research products, compare prices, look for deals, make 
purchases and more. 

Technology must add real value. It should help improve the 
frictionless shopping experience by enhancing speed, service, 
value for money and seamless digital integration.

It’s all about control. Gen Zers want the ability to customize their 
own individual experiences. Effective brand engagement should 
be built on co-creation and collaboration. 

For a more successful future, brands should begin engaging with 
Gen Zers now and satisfying their expectations before they come 
of age.

Access to the 
best deals

41%

Ability to decide 
how and where

to shop

44%

Ability to find 
what I want 

quickly

49%
High-quality cus-

tomer service

28%

Speedy shopping 
and checkout

36%

Choice of 
different ways 

to pay

30%

Tools that would allow me to try out/on products in store54%
Tools that allow me to customize products for myself48%
Ability to design unique products and create on-site with a 3D printer42%
Robotics to help make purchase decisions or fix order issues39%
Products that alert the store/manufacturer automatically for 
upgrades or fixes32%
Interactive screens and other tools that help me go online 
while I am in a store31%

I look up the product at other stores for price comparisons

I look for a coupon, discount or promotion

I look at items online that are not available in the store to see if there is anything else I’d prefer to buy

I look up products and services before purchasing and compare options

I let family and friends know where I am shopping

I send messages/pictures to family and friends to ask their opinions on products I might buy

I pay with my mobile phone

I connect with the brand/retailer to contribute, collaborate or complain

Never Most or all of the time
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Three times as many Gen Zers shop in a 
store most of the time compared to online.

Question: How do you typically make purchases? 

Question: What do you use your smartphone for when in a store?

Question: What are the most important things to you when shopping across channels? 

Question: What new shopping technologies would you most like to see in the future? 

Shopping in a store

23% 54% 22%

52% 35% 13%

76% 20%

86% 11%

3%

Never Some of the time Most of the time

Using an interactive TV

31% 67%
2%

5%

Using a web browser 3x

Using an app

Calling on the phone


